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Hearing the list of side effects blasted out during 
a TV drug commercial can make one wonder if 
Francis Bacon wasn’t on to something so many 

centuries ago.
 All medicines have side effects, said Mustafa Kaze-
mi, a physician who deals in primary and pulmonary 
medicine as well as pulmonary intensive care at San 
Ramon Regional Medical Center.
 Usually side effects from medica-
tions are mild, although occasionally 
they can be serious, even life-threat-
ening, which is why people must 
work with their doctors to determine 
the best option.
 “There’s a big fat book called the 
Physicians’ Desk Reference; it’s a huge 
book, and it lists all the possible side 
effects on every medication,” Kazemi 
said.
 He continually refers to it as he treats his patients.
 “Dizziness and nausea are the most common side 
effects with medications because they get processed 
in the liver; 95% of drugs are processed with the liver, 
so I have to worry about what other drugs a patient is 
taking,” Kazemi explained.
 “Side effects could go away, but you don’t want to 
be suffering for more than a couple of days,” he added. 
“The body is an incredible machine. If the body 
adapts, you’ve met your goals.”

 A doctor must take many factors into consideration 
when prescribing drugs, Kazemi said, including age 
and medical condition.
 “We are dealing with chemicals being introduced 
into a patient’s body,” he pointed out.
 But generally, side effects are not a problem.
 “For 95% of the prescriptions I write, I don’t get any 
complaints,” Kazemi said. “And usually things show 

up in the first few days, or they know 
within a week or two if a medication 
is causing a difference in their life.”
 Over-the-counter vitamin supplements 
can also have side effects, Kazemi noted.
 “It depends on how much you take 
and how much your body needs,” he 
said. “All of them can have side ef-
fects, which could affect the kidneys, 
the liver. Most tend not to, but you 
have to be aware of it.”

 Television commercials that tout a miracle drug then — 
as required by federal law — rattle off a long list of com-
plications are a boon for comedians but they often irritate 
everyone else. And doctors may feel even more strongly.
 “They are the most annoying thing you see on TV,” 
Kazemi said. “I think it crosses the line about what a 
physician feels is safe and comfortable for the person.”
 For instance, he recently prescribed an inhaler to a 
patient, knowing that one listed side effect was a pos-
sible increased heart rate.
 “But in 20 years, my patients have never had that,” 

Kazemi said. “But then a commercial says if you have 
heart disease, don’t take the medication — so my pa-
tient gets upset with me.”
 He said physicians and pharmacists tell patients 
what side effects they need to watch for, so the dangers 
are under control. And he wishes drug companies did 
not advertise directly to the consumers anyway.
 “They are pushing the drugs — I wish they were off 
the TV,” he said.
 Most medications do in some cases, or with long use, 
cause liver or kidney problems, he said, which is why 
doctors monitor patients.
 “As a physician, I follow my patients’ blood work to 
make sure medicines are not affecting them,” Kazemi 
said. “Most of the time, we see these patients fre-
quently, every three or four months, and usually there 
is a blood test involved.”
 With patients’ records now being kept electronically, 
each doctor can see what medications have been pre-
scribed for each person and what allergies they have or 
side effects they have experienced, Kazemi said.
 “The main problem in the past has been too many 
doctors prescribing medications,” he said. “I always 
have a list of what they are taking and am updating it. 
That’s one of the major issues of good care.”
 “The patients themselves have to bring a list of medica-
tions so I can look and constantly be looking at side ef-
fects,” he added. “That’s the No. 1 thing I look at.”

What about the side effects?!

‘The remedy  

is worse than  

the disease.’

Francis Bacon  
English philosopher  

(1561-1626)

Work with your doctor to manage 
medications and unwanted byproducts

See MEDICATION on Page 15
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BY MEREDITH BAUER
 The petite blonde woman took a 
deep breath — which was difficult 
because her lungs were failing a 
little more every day.
 She checked her lacy top to 
make sure it covered her medically 
inserted port but showed her mid-
riff just so. The oxygen tube that 
reached across her face couldn’t 
be helped, but she made sure her 
lipstick looked right and checked 
for any stray hairs. 
 Tiffany Rich was about to meet 
her idol. 
 A second later, international music 
superstar Taylor Swift walked through 
a curtain and hugged the shaking 
woman, telling her how brave she is 
and how much she has inspired her.
 Rich, a 26-year-old Pleasanton 
native with cystic fibrosis, had 
spent sleepless nights in hospital 
beds and long days on bed-rest 
listening to Swift’s calming voice so 
this moment was huge for her.
 Since childhood, Rich has taken 

charge of her own treatment by 
memorizing what 30 pills she takes 
daily, being her own advocate, and 
scheduling about six breathing 
treatments each day in between 
classes and time with friends.
 She and her family also had 
taken the next steps — secured a 
place for her on the lung transplant 
list, kept an eye out for infections 
and kept up with even more medi-
cations — and she’s been told to be 
patient and to take it easy until she 
receives her new lungs.
 But Rich wanted to experience 
more than the inside of a hospital 
room. She had goals, and spending 
her time just waiting around wasn’t 
her style. So she made a bucket list.
 No. 1: Meet Taylor Swift.
 Should I ask for such a fun and ex-
citing honor? she wondered. There 
had been many times she’d had 
to speak up for what she needed. 
Should she speak up for something 
she may not need but really wanted?
 After some brainstorming, she 
and friend Kelsey Sleek, of Pleas-
anton, sent out a photo on social 
media with a simple request: “Help 
Rich meet Swift.” Within hours, the 
cause had been taken up by You-
Tube stars, a small army of Twitter 
users and Bay Area news reporters.
 So just before an Aug. 15 concert 
at Levi’s Stadium in Santa Clara, 
Rich got to hug it out with Swift.
 “I was in tears,” Rich said.
 But she isn’t stopping there. 
Swift was the first goal. On to No. 
2: Graduation.
 Completing her senior year at 
St. Mary’s College and walking the 
stage two days after her birthday 
next May would be the best present 
she could ask for, said Rich, who 
graduated from Foothill High.
 Plus she’s aiming to ride an el-
ephant, zip-line through the jungle, 
go to the Super Bowl, and travel 
to Fiji and stay in a hut. And she 
wants to be able to snowboard and 
wakeboard again.
 Also on the list? Run a mile. It’ll 
have to wait, but Rich said she’s 
looking forward to it.
 “Just to be able to take that 
breath,” she said.
 Rich, who now lives in Brent-
wood, has been on the list for a 
double lung transplant at Stanford 
Health Care for a year and a half. 

Her lungs process about 24% of the 
air healthy lungs can handle, and 
she goes into the hospital often to 
fight infections.
 Becoming an Internet celebrity 
for a few days had its perks, but 
she said the best part for her was to 
be able to spread awareness of the 
disease. She said the biggest benefit 
was being able to talk with others 
who have cystic fibrosis and to en-
courage them, especially children.
 “I’ve been in their shoes, and 
it’s someone that they can look up 
to, to know they’re going to get 
through it,” she said.
 Rich said she plans to stay con-
nected with the cystic fibrosis patients 
who reached out, and she’s going to 
continue to use her short window of 
fame to shine a light on the disease.
 Parents of young patients have 
told her: “You’re showing us that 
we’re going to be OK. You’re giving 
us hope for our children.”
 Putting that public, albeit brief, 
spotlight on cystic fibrosis was even 
more important to her than sharing 
hugs with her celebrity idol Taylor 
Swift. 

Tiffany Rich (right) 
and friend Kelsey 
Sleek (left) hug 
international pop 
star Taylor Swift 
before a concert at 
Levi’s Stadium this 
summer.

About the disease
 Cystic fibrosis is a life-threat-
ening genetic disease that 
causes thick mucus to form 
in certain organs, which leads 
to persistent lung infections, 
stops nutrients from being ab-
sorbed through the pancreas 
and causes other difficulties. 
About 30,000 people in the U.S. 
have cystic fibrosis, and about 
1,000 new cases are diagnosed 
each year, according to the 
Cystic Fibrosis Foundation.
 There is no cure, but man-
agement options have pro-
gressed in the past decades. 
People with the disease often 
seek relief through a lung trans-
plant once their lungs no lon-
ger function at healthy levels.
 While some organs can be 
transplanted from living do-
nors, like kidney transplants, 
lung transplants are mostly 
done via a deceased donor. 
You can sign up to be an organ 
donor at your local DMV.
 For more information on the 
disease, visit www.cff.org. 

Tiffany Rich, who has 
cystic fibrosis, made 
a ‘bucket list’ of the 

experiences she wants 
to have during her life. 
Some will have to wait 
until after she receives 
a lung transplant, but 

others she’s focused 
on now.

Come  
Experience  

Patient  
Centric  
Care!

Livermore Family Medicine & Geriatrics, Inc
Call Now to Make an Appointment: 925-344-4450

Sanie Zehra, MD
Board Certified in Family Medicine
Board Certified in Geriatrics Medicine

Visit us @ LFMGINC.COM

Pleasanton native awaiting lung transplant  
meets Taylor Swift, says best part  

was helping children with her disease

15 minutes
of fame was just
the start

COURTESY OF TIFFANY RICH

COURTESY TIFFANY RICH
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“We are all trying to cure things, to dis-
cover new drugs to make people feel better,” 
Kazemi remarked. “The listing of side effects 
is relevant in less than 1% or 2% of the time.”

Although pharmaceutical companies will 

give him new drugs to try, Kazemi said he 
educates himself before prescribing anything.
 “What I do is stick with medications that 
have been around for a long time,” he said.
 Medicine has come a long way since the 
17th century. And although modern drugs 
may have side effects, your doctor can help 
you manage them or find another medicine 
or treatment that is a better option for you. 

MEDICATION
Continued from Page 13
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When you get a new prescription
•  Read the side effects that are listed and watch for them as you begin to take the medication.

•  Follow the directions. If they don’t sound right, ask your doctor or pharmacist.

•  Check all medicines with your doctor, making sure they’re aware of all of your prescription drugs, 
over-the-counter medicines, supplements and herbal remedies so you can be sure the combination 
is safe.

If you experience side effects
•  Discuss symptoms with your doctor or pharmacist. Sometimes simple changes can be made to 

manage or prevent side effects. Or what you think may be a side effect may actually be caused by 
something else.

•  Ask your doctor before you stop taking a medicine unless your reaction is life-threatening. Suddenly 
stopping a medication can be harmful.

•  Side effects may lessen or go away as your body adjusts to a new medicine. For a long-term 
medicine, there may be a difference in one to two weeks.

•  Do not take a medicine that was prescribed for someone else. Medications and dosages are chosen 
according to an individual’s age, weight, gender and health.

Dealing with side effects
•  Nausea: Take medicine with meals. If instructions are to take on an empty stomach, take the 

medicine at bedtime.

•  Upset stomach/diarrhea: Ask your doctor what other medicine you can take to treat these symptoms.

•  Constipation: Try eating foods that are high in fiber, drinking more water or taking a stool softener.

•  Drowsiness: Take at bedtime.

• Sleeplessness: Take in the morning.

•  Dry mouth or persistent dry cough: It might help to drink more water, to chew sugar-free gum, or to 
suck on sugar-free hard candy or a cough drop.

•  Sexual problems: Ask your doctor about another medicine to help with these side effects.

•  Mild depression: Exercising and a healthy diet can help boost a person’s mood. Consult your 
physician.

Vintage Hills Shopping Center, 3550 Bernal Avenue, 
Pleasanton, CA 94566

(925) 621-7660 • Open Daily 8am-9pm

Bernal  Ave.

Santa  Rita Rd. Stanley Blvd.

1s
t S

t. Vineyard Ave.

580

www.newleaf.com

For 30 years, New Leaf has 
been providing customers with 

healthy, organic options. We 
continue to bring you the best 
of the best from farm to aisle 
to community, while staying 
true to our roots and true to 

the great good.

Stay tuned to our celebration:
www.newleaf.com/30years

GOODNESS
is

ingredients 
you can 

PRONOUNCE
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We Make Kids Smile

1443 Cedarwood Lane, Suite D
925-846-KIDS

www.alamedapediatricdentistry.com

Our Offi  ce Locations
With three kid friendly locations in Alameda, Pleasanton & Oakland, 

we’re conveniently located to better serve your family needs.

where children feel at home!

Trained to treat children with Special Needs

Our dental staff  provides dental care to children, teens, and special needs 
patients in the greater East Bay Area.

You Do Not Have to Suffer From Chronic Pain
Our sophisticated combination of wellness based integrative 

techniques, minimally invasive procedures, and self management 
workshops will maximize long term pain relief and daily function.

Dr. Mallavaram specializes in the cutting edge 
treatment of painful conditions, such as neck pain, 
back pain, and sciatica. He is an Interventional 
Pain Management Specialist and a Board Certified 
Anesthesiologist with additional fellowship in Pain 
Medicine.

Sharmila Acharya is the only licensed physical 
therapist in the Bay Area who is also a certified 
yoga teacher, John Barnes Myofascial Release/
Craniosacral therapist, and MELT method instructor. 
She offers one-on-one treatments and monthly 
workshops on self management tools for chronic 
pain such as “Success With Chronic Pain”, “Relaxation 
Techniques for chronic Pain” and MELT Method Classes.

“Finally, a physician and physical therapist that view the body as a whole and 
integrate cutting edge, effective alternatives for chronic pain sufferers. I found 
what I didn’t know existed.”  - M. E.

“Dr. Mallavaram’s program increased our mobility at the same time reducing our 
pain and dependence on opiates .” -E.P.

Sharmila Acharya, PT, CYT

Navin Mallavaram, MD

www.drnavin.com

5924 Stoneridge Drive., Suite 206  
Pleasanton, CA 94588

Inside the Hacienda Medical Center 
Call: (925)-469-9120 | Fax: (925) 469 9121

Frequent travelers can be all too 
familiar with the challenges of stay-
ing both healthy and productive 
— countless distractions, fast food 
joints on every corner, and difficul-
ty sleeping in unfamiliar places and 
beds can make staying on track a 
challenge. However, it doesn’t nec-
essarily have to be such a daunting 
task, say experts.

“For frequent travelers and busi-
ness travelers, being on the road 
is a lifestyle, so finding ways to be 
healthy and productive is essen-
tial,” said lifestyle trainer Marcey 
Rader. “The key is to recognize 
your poor habits, find out what 
works for you, and then develop a 
routine around them.”

From her years on the road with 
a corporate position, Rader de-
veloped a series of hotel hacks 
that can assist frequent travelers 
and mobile professionals wishing 
to travel productively while also 

maintaining high health standards. 
 Rader offers some hotel tips and 
tricks:
Prioritize sleep
 When you’re dealing with differ-
ent beds, sounds and schedules, it’s 
almost guaranteed that your sleep 
routine will be disrupted. Sleep 
soundly with a fan, a recording 
or even an app that creates white 
noise to eliminate distractions and 
calm your mind and body.
Give blue rays the boot
 95% percent of people who 
don’t get a good night’s sleep say 
they use a phone or laptop within 
one hour of bed. Studies have 
shown that the blue rays emitted 
by phones and computer screens 
disrupt and suppress the body’s 
production of melatonin, a hor-
mone crucial to sleep. Give your 
brain time to wind down before 
bed, you’ll sleep better and feel 
rejuvenated in the morning.

Stand up and work 
 You may have heard that “sitting 
is the new smoking.” Constant sit-
ting is linked to an overwhelming 
number of negative health effects 
and drastically decreased productiv-
ity. Luckily, there’s a simple solution 
— standing. You can easily convert 
any space into a standing desk. Opt 
for a hotel with a kitchen and use 
the counters to get work done, or 
stack books and binders on a table 
for an elevated workspace.
Don’t eat like you’re on vacation 
 The biggest mistake business 
travelers make is eating like they’re 
on vacation. Extended Stay recently 
conducted a survey of its travelers 
and found that the average weight 
gain while on the road is close 
to 3 pounds. With frequent travel 
for business, that starts to add up 
drastically. Staying at a hotel with 
a fully equipped kitchen can help 
maintain nutritious habits. Stock 

the fridge with vegetable trays to 
snack on throughout the day, and 
hard boiled eggs as a breakfast item.
OHIO (Only Handle It Once) 
 Do you go out to your mailbox, 
open the letters, put them back in 
the mailbox, go back in your house 
and repeat the process several times 
a day? Of course you don’t. Then 

stop doing that with your email 
inbox. Instantly increase productivi-
ty by deleting, archiving and sorting 
emails the first time you read them. 
 Stop making excuses. For happi-
er, healthier, more successful trav-
eling, recognize your unproductive 
habits and fix them. 

—StatePoint

STATEPOINT

Convert a space in your hotel room to a standing desk where you can work 
without sitting.

to stay healthy
Hotel tips and tricks

on the road
Figure out what works for you when traveling for business
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eskaton.org/parkview

managed by

eskaton.org

Because you are 
our #1 priority

Our focus is on mind, body and spirit.  

At The Parkview, you’ll find many opportunities for 

an enriched lifestyle to enhance your health and well 

being. From exercise classes and walking clubs to 

intergenerational experiences and computer classes — 

the choice is always yours. 

Experience The Parkview lifestyle.

The Parkview 
Assisted Living and Memory Care 

925-401-7414 
License #015601283

Please Call For Appointments! 
925.846.3766

4259 First Street 
Pleasanton

$55

’

Facials, Massages, Waxing 
Permanent Make-Up

CO
UP

ON

New customers only

$5 off
Present this coupon for discount.

One coupon per person.  
Restrictions may apply. Exp. 11/30/15.

CO
UP

ON Refer a Friend 
and get $5 off
Restrictions may apply. Exp. 11/30/15.

90 Minute Combo
(includes 30 minute facial, 30 minute body 
massage and 30 minute foot massage)

Permanent Brows$175
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If you are planning to have surgery, you may 
be anxious. Asking the right questions before 
scheduling surgery can help ensure good care 
and give you a better idea of what to expect.

Here are a few areas you may want to cover 
with your surgeon in advance of the big day.
Reviewing your options

The implications of your surgery will extend 
beyond the day you go to the hospital. Your 
doctor may offer you options when it comes 
to the type of surgery performed. Find out the 
length and type of recovery period for each 
option, as well as the expected outcomes.

For example, one option may be typically 
associated with shorter expected recovery 
time, but could carry greater risk. Another 
option may be associated with better long-
term outcomes, but increase recovery time 
or leave larger scars. A third option may not 
involve surgery at all. The many factors at 
play will help you make the decision that is 
best for your long-term health.
Improved therapies

While great strides have been made to 
operate using smaller incisions in procedures 
known as minimally invasive or laparoscopic 
surgery, controlling bleeding is still a major 
issue for surgeons. In fact, the task can ac-

count for 30% to 50% of procedure time, and 
for those on blood thinners, the bleeding risk 
is even higher.
 However, new innovations are revolution-
izing this process, making surgery faster and 
safer for patients. Reduced fluid and blood 
loss during surgery can improve patient 
safety, free the surgical team to focus on other 
tasks, and lessen recovery time. Before your 
surgery, ask your doctor about medical in-
novations that may improve your outcome.
Surgeon’s credentials
 There may be few times in your life where 
reviewing a professional’s credentials is more 
important than when you are picking a 
surgeon. Luckily, there are many impartial, 
online rating sites for doctors and surgeons 
that can help you determine whether your 
doctor is the best fit for you — from the years 
of experience they’ve had to their success 
rates. You may even consider getting a second 
opinion on the necessity of surgery.
 Your health is in your hands more than 
you may realize. Be sure to seek out the best 
therapies available. You can help steer the 
direction of your healthcare with the right 
questions for your surgeon.

—StatePoint

 
 

Be sure to seek best therapies available
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www.srvef.org/the-run
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Ages 2-6
Dash to 1/3 mile loop

San Ramon Valley Education Foundation

Stanford Chi ldren’s Health presents the.. .

Benef i t t ing SRVUSD students and sch o ols

100 yard dash (2-3 year olds)
1/3 mile loop (3-6 year olds)

HEALTH & WELLNESS EXPO SPONSOR

Join us for this fun community event that 

takes place the day before our main event, 

the 32nd Annual Run For Education. 

Medal and treats for all!

Sat Oct 10, 2015 
4pm @ Iron Horse Middle School
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• SALES • RENTALS
• SERVICE • REPAIR 10 % 

NON-SALE ITEMS

SCOOTERS
6700 Santa Rita Rd Suite K, Pleasanton, CA  •  (925) 468-0395  •  www. .com  SALE

VISIT US!
Open Monday - Friday: 10 - 5pm

Open Saturdays: 10 - 3pm • Closed Sundays

Reg. $1099 Reg. $1199 Reg. $1699 Reg. $1899 Reg. $4995
$808 $908 $4375

9.4 
mph

$1485$1395

Reg. $799

Reg. $35

Reg. $1099 Reg. $1499 Reg. $1399
$675 $1195$1395$899

Reg. $899
$795

Jobst Compression Stockings 

$31 $59
Reg. $49
$39 $165Reg. $75 $175 $99 $50 $65

RENTALS


